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Abstract

A novel method for forming pure helical laser beams of pre-determined helicity is presented. It is mainly based on
replacing one of the laser mirrors with a spiral phase element. The basic principles along with experimental results using a
CO laser are described. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.2
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1. Introduction

Recent years have witnessed a growing interest in
w xhelical laser beams 1–14 . Such beams have the

Ž .shape of a continuous helical or spiral phase, and
can be exploited in a variety of applications. These

w xinclude optical transformations 1 , frequency shift-
w x w xing 2 , angular momentum transfer 3 , trapping of

w x w xmicroscopic particles 4 and atoms 5 , the study of
w xoptical vortices 6 and specialized alignment schemes

w x7 .
Typically, helical laser beams are formed by ma-

nipulating the light after it emerges from a laser. For
Žexample, by superposition of two orthogonal non-

. w xhelical beams 8 or by transforming Gaussian beams
w xinto helical beams 9–11 . The superposition is

w xachieved by means of beam splitters and mirrors 8 ,
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whereas the transformation by means of computer
w x w xgenerated holograms 9 , cylindrical lenses 10 and

w xspiral phase plates 11 . Such helical beam forma-
tions are generally either cumbersome or lead to an
undesirable combination of helical beams. Moreover,
the conversion efficiency is relatively low.

Alternatively it is possible to form helical modes
inside the laser resonator, so as to directly obtain a
helical beam emerging from the laser. Specifically,
combinations of helical Laguerre–Gaussian modes
were formed by inserting a Dove prism into a ring-

w xlaser 12 , but these do not form a pure single mode.
Unstable resonators with helical mirrors were anal-

w xysed theoretically 13 . Also, helical modes were
Žformed by a superposition of two orthogonal non-

. w xhelical modes 14 , but this method required sophis-
ticated alignment procedures of intra-cavity absorber
and apertures for controlling the transverse modes, as
well as modifying the astigmatism of the resonator in
order to mode-lock the two orthogonal modes. Also,
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there is no definite procedure to control the helicity
of the emerging helical beam.

Ž .In a related effort, spiral phase elements SPEs
were inserted into laser resonators in order to dis-
criminate and select a single high order Laguerre–
Gaussian mode having a helical phase distribution

w xinside the laser resonator 15 . Yet, the beam emerg-
ing from the laser had an annular intensity distribu-
tion with uniform phase, so the far field intensity
distribution was nearly Gaussian. In this paper, we
exploit a similar mode selection method with a new
laser resonator configuration, so that the beam
emerging from the laser has a helical phase distribu-
tion both in the near and far fields. Specifically, we
demonstrate, for the first time, that it is possible to
obtain single frequency pure and stable helical beams
with pre-determined helicity, from a laser resonator.
Moreover, we show both theoretically and experi-
mentally, how to distinguish between helical and
doughnut beams, and between helical beams of op-
posite helicity. In the following we present the prin-
ciples of our approach and the design of the SPEs,
along with representative experimental results with a
CO laser.2

2. Basic principles

The formation of pure helical laser modes is
achieved by inserting into the laser resonator SPEs
that are essentially lossless for the desired helical
mode, but introduce high losses to all other modes.
The laser resonator configuration for forming a heli-
cal beam is shown in Fig. 1. Here, the back mirror is
replaced with a reflective SPE, which changes the
phase of the wavefront upon reflection by

Fig. 1. Laser resonator configuration for forming a helical beam.

Ž .exp q2 ilu where l is the desired helical mode
Ž .order. Thus, a helical mode with phase of exp yilu

Ž .is converted into exp qilu after reflection by the
SPE. The cylindrical lens, which is located inside the
resonator and focused on the output coupler, inverts

Ž .the helicity of the mode back to exp yilu after a
round trip, to ensure self consistency of the desired
helical mode. The beam emerging from the resonator
passes through another external cylindrical lens, so
its distribution will have the same form as the intra-
cavity helical mode pattern. The aperture inside the
resonator ensures that the laser operate with the
lowest order helical mode, i.e. TEM ) .0 l

Ž .The resulting field distribution E r,u for the
TEM ) mode is0 l

E r ,u sE D lr2Ll D exp yDr2 exp yilu ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0

1Ž .

where r and u are the cylindrical coordinates, E0

the magnitude of the field, Ds2 r 2rw 2 with w as
the spot size of the Gaussian beam, and Ll are the0

generalized Laguerre polynomials of order 0 and
index l. For ls1 we obtain the lowest order helical

Ž . Ž . Ž .'mode of E r,u sE D exp yDr2 exp yiu . It is0

important to note that the helicity of the SPE deter-
mines the helicity of the helical mode in the laser
resonator. Consequently, by designing the SPE with
specific helicity, it is possible to control the helicity
of the helical beam emerging from the laser.

In general the intensity distribution of a helical
laser beam has the same distribution, as that of
doughnut-shaped laser beam, but their field distribu-
tion are distinctly different. Specifically, the dough-
nut-like laser beams are composed of an incoherent
superposition of two orthogonal Cartesian modes
TEM and TEM , where the field distributions0 lŽ x . 0 lŽ y.
are

E r ,u sE D l r2Ll D exp yDr2 cos lu ;Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .x 0 0

E r ,u sE D l r2Ll D exp yDr2 sin lu 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y 0 0

Ž .When the two field distributions E r,u andx
Ž . Ž .E r,u , in Eq. 2 , are added incoherently they formy

a hybrid mode whose intensity distribution has a
doughnut shape. On the other hand, when they are
added coherently with the appropriate phase, they
form a pure helical mode. In order to distinguish
between the hybrid and the helical modes it is best to
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let the emerging beam pass through another SPE. An
Ž .SPE having a phase of exp qilu will focus the

helical beam to obtain a high central peak, whereas
Ž .one having a phase of exp yilu will diverge it

further away from the center. This property is unique
to the helical TEM ) modes. For the beams formed0 l

by the hybrid mode, either one of these two SPEs
will focus the hybrid beam to a high central peak,
since either of the SPEs cause all parts of the modes
to be approximately in phase.

3. Experimental procedure and results

Our method was experimentally verified with a
linearly polarized discharge pumped CO laser, op-2

erating with a single longitudinal mode, in a configu-
ration shown in Fig. 1. The reflective SPE was
fabricated on a silicon substrate in a multi-stage
etching process, to form 32 phase levels with a
combined depth of l, which corresponds to ls1.

Fig. 2. Near- and far-fields intensity distributions of a helical
Ž . Ž .beam. a Experimental near-field intensity distribution. b Exper-

Ž .imental far-field intensity distribution. c Predicted and experi-
mental near-field intensity distribution cross sections; experimen-
tal results for the x and y axes are shown in dashed lines whereas

Ž .predicted results are represented by solid lines. d Predicted and
experimental far-field intensity distribution cross sections.

Ž .Fig. 3. Far field intensity distribution cross sections dashed lines
with an additional transmittive SPE which introduces an addi-

Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tional phase of a exp y ilu b exp q ilu , along with theoreti-
Ž .cal results for the coherent – helical solid lines and incoherent –

Ž . Ž .hybrid dotted lines cases. Scale is similar to Fig. 2 d .

The depth accuracy in the fabrication process was
less than 3% and the RMS surface quality was better
than 20 nm. Its reflectivity was better than 98%,
adequate to serve as a laser reflector mirror. The
diameter of the laser tube was 11 mm, and the length
of the laser was 65 cm. The intra-cavity cylindrical

Ž .lens fs12.5 cm was focused on the concave
Ž .rs3 m output coupler, whereas an identical lens
was positioned outside the cavity to collimate the
output beam.

Some representative experimental results are
shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Fig. 2 shows the near- and
far-field intensity distributions of a helical beam that

Žemerges from the laser after passing through the
.external cylindrical lens . The near-field distribution,

Ž .shown in Fig. 2 a , has the expected doughnut shape,
albeit with some distortions, caused mainly by im-
perfections in the fabrication process of the SPE. The
output power was 1.2 W. The corresponding far-field

Ž .intensity distribution, shown in Fig. 2 b was ob-
tained by focusing the output beam with a spherical

Ž .lens fs50 cm . Here we see again the doughnut
shape. The x and y cross sections of the near- and
far-field intensity distributions, compared to the ex-

Ž .pected cross sections, derived from Eq. 1 , are given
Ž . Ž .in Fig. 2 c and Fig. 2 d respectively. As evident,

there is good agreement between the predicted and
experimental results, including the low intensity at
the center. As shown, there was some asymmetry
between the x and y cross sections of the intensity
distributions. We believe that is due to some astig-
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matism caused by the intra-cavity cylindrical lens.
We also measured the intensity distribution at other
planes around the focal plane. In these the
doughnut-shaped distributions are still clearly evi-
dent with low intensity at the center, albeit with
slightly growing diameter further away from the
focal plane. These results indicate that the beam
maintains its shape as it propagates along the z-axis.

To ensure that a pure helical beam, having a
Ž .phase of exp yiu , was formed, it is possible to

examine the interference of the beam with its mirror
w ximage or with a reference beam 14 . We exploited

an alternative method, where we let the emerging
beam pass through one of two SPEs before measur-
ing the far field intensity distribution. The first SPE

Ž .with a phase of exp qiu was designed to correct
the phase of the near field pattern so it will be
uniform, whereas the second SPE with a phase of

Ž .exp yiu was designed to add another spiral like
phase. The measured results are shown in Fig. 3,
along with these predicted for hybrid and helical

Ž .beams. Fig. 3 a shows the cross sections of the
far-field intensity distributions with the first phase
correcting SPE. As evident, there is a high central
peak, and very low side lobes, in agreement with
those predicted for a helical beam, whilst the inco-
herent hybrid beam has more power spreading. Fig.
Ž .3 b shows the corresponding far-field cross sections

of the intensity distributions with the second SPE of
Ž .exp yiu . Here the energy spreads out from the

center to form an annular shape, as expected for a
helical beam. However, for a hybrid beam, no
spreading should occur, and there still is a central
peak. These results clearly indicate that the emerging
beam is indeed helical.

We also performed some experiments in which
the laser operated with the fundamental TEM mode.00

This was achieved by replacing the SPE with a
reflective mirror in the setup of Fig. 1, and adjusting
the aperture. The measured output power was 0.9 W,
which is significantly lower than 1.2 W obtained
when the laser operated with the TEM ) helical01

mode. Thus, the advantage of intra-cavity mode
shaping, rather than external mode shaping is
twofold. First, the laser output power is higher since
a larger volume of the gain medium is exploited.

Secondly, there is no need for external beam shap-
ing, which introduces both additional losses and
some distortions to the output intensity distributions.

4. Concluding remarks

A method for obtaining pure helical laser beams
was presented. These beams emerge directly from
the laser, with controlled helicity, so they can be
readily incorporated into a variety of applications.
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